Although the auditory system has limited information processing resources, the acoustic environment is infinitely variable. To properly encode the natural environment, the developing central auditory system becomes somewhat specialized through experience-dependent adaptive mechanisms that operate during a sensitive time window. Recent studies have demonstrated that cellular and synaptic plasticity occurs throughout the central auditory pathway. Acoustic-rearing experiments can lead to an over-representation of the exposed sound frequency, and this is associated with specific changes in frequency discrimination. These forms of cellular plasticity are manifest in brain regions, such as midbrain and cortex, which interact through feed-forward and feedback pathways. Hearing loss leads to a profound re-weighting of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic gain throughout the auditory CNS, and this is associated with an over-excitability that is observed in vivo.
Introduction
The evidence that auditory experience influences central nervous system maturation is both convincing and challenging. Our certainty stems from the many reports showing that early hearing loss or over-exposure to a narrow range of sound cues can profoundly disrupt the development of central coding properties and maps. However, some nettlesome issues remain. First, if we are to understand whether central properties are fashioned by an animal's acoustic environment, then it is necessary to know when they are labile and when they mature. Surprisingly, there are only a handful of studies that characterize how the central auditory system functions in young animals, and they all derive from anesthetized preparations. Therefore, it is important to explore the physiology of developing animals, and identify the critical periods during which functional properties are modifiable.
A second challenge for the study of plasticity is understanding how environmentally induced changes to central auditory function correlate with changes to auditory perception. If not for psychophysical studies on developing humans, our understanding of perceptual development would be almost nonexistent. Therefore, behavioral studies in normal and manipulated animals are crucial to interpreting the influence of environment on central coding properties. Finally, the emergence of adult central coding properties can often be explained by the concurrent maturation of cochlear function; it is tricky to isolate and study the central mechanisms that are influenced by auditory experience, independent of the auditory periphery. Therefore, it is profitable to examine synaptic properties in brain slice preparations from normal and experimental animals. In this review, we evaluate recent advances in auditory plasticity during development, paying particular attention to each of these issues.
Auditory development and plasticity in humans
The development of auditory perception in humans is a protracted affair that begins prenatally and continues through adolescence. It is well worth understanding the principles that have emerged from human studies because we are the only species for which comprehensive behavioral data exists. From 25 to 40 weeks post conception, the human fetus gradually becomes responsive to spectral and temporal features of sound, including speech, as measured by heart rate responses [1, 2] . The age at which mature auditory performance is attained varies tremendously with the task, and may extend over a decade. Some percepts develop rapidly. Frequency resolution (tone detection in the presence of a second nearby tone) is mature by 6 months. In contrast, frequency discrimination (hearing a difference between two sequential tones) is not adult-like until 4 years when assessed with tone of long duration. However, when brief tones are used, frequency discrimination continues to improve until 9 years, suggesting that attentional factors may contribute to the poorer performance of young children [3, 4] . Sound localization matures over a somewhat longer interval; the minimum audible angle improves dramatically over the first five postnatal years, from %258 to %28, although there is quite a bit of variability between subjects and development may continue for several years [3] .
Percepts that take a long time to reach maturity include the detection of temporalcues, such as frequency and amplitude modulation. These cues contribute to human speech perception [5, 6] , making them of particular interest. Thus, the ability to detect amplitude modulations continues to improve beyond 7 years of age, and may not reach adult values until after 10 years [7, 8] . Similarly, detection of frequency modulation continues to mature until about 8 years [9] . Using another measure of temporal resolution, the ability to detect a tone followed immediately by a noise (backward masking), it has been found that thresholds for 10-year-old children are still significantly poorer than those of adults [10] . This slow progression of perceptual development parallels the prolonged development of the human central auditory system. Sound-evoked cortical potentials reach a mature state during the first ten years of life, and this correlates with axonal maturation in supragranular cortical layers [11, 12] .
Together, these studies show that auditory behavior emerges by degrees, and suggest that acoustic experience can shape specific percepts during discrete intervals. Newborns can respond selectively to their mother's voice with an increased heart rate, presumably due to their acoustic experience in utero [13, 14] . Influences of prenatal acoustic experience on sound perception have been further demonstrated in the ability of neonates to discriminate sentences of different languages or differing emotional expressions based on prosodic and rhythmic cues [15, 16] . Recent studies also indicate advanced development of cortical response properties to speech sounds in preterm infants compared to control subjects of the same gestation ages, suggesting that maturation of the auditory system is driven by sensory experience [17] . Such precocious development may be related to accelerated brain anatomical development in preterm infants, including faster maturation of cerebral white matter [18] . Although auditory system development may be accelerated in preterm infants, longitudinal studies have generally revealed impaired auditory and speech processing in school-age children of premature birth, suggesting that the influence of experience is limited by intrinsic neurodevelopmental processes [19] .
Prenatal adaptation to the prosodic structures of native speech may allow the neonatal auditory system to parse continuous streams of speech sounds into perceptually salient acoustic units, which may further shape representations of speech sounds at the phonetic level. Humans are born with language-universal phonetic representation and perception, which gradually becomes specialized for native speech by twelve months of age, losing perceptual sensitivity to some phonetic contrasts that are not used in the native language [20] . Such a process is likely due to active reorganization of the perceptual space rather than passive atrophy of foreign speech sound representations, because sensitivity to some foreign phonetic contrasts is preserved [20] .
A central issue in speech perception research concerns the origin of categorical perception of speech sounds. Early studies reported evidence of categorical speech sound perception in 2-month-old infants [21] , suggesting that it may be innate. More recent studies, however, have revealed profound within-category sensitivity and graded representations for consonants at ages of six months and older [22 ] . Parallel studies indicate that perceptual categories may be formed through passive exposure to speech sounds with bimodal, but not unimodal, distributions along the voice-onset time continuum [23 ,24] . Similar learning of the statistical structure of speech inputs presumably results in reorganized perceptual space [25] , and facilitated perception of native speech sound [26] . While some studies suggest that simple acoustic exposure is sufficient to alter perceptual behaviors in infants [23 ,24] , others argue that attention and social interaction are required [27, 28] .
The development of non-invasive brain imaging and recording methods has resulted in an explosive growth of research into human central auditory development. Despite these efforts, it remains unclear how experience shapes the cortical representation of speech sounds, and how this affects speech perception. For example, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies revealed weaker activation of the auditory areas by prototypical speech sounds as compared to less prototypical ones [29, 30] , suggesting that frequent experience of speech sounds refines their cortical representations. On the other hand, studies of mismatch negativity of eventrelated potentials showed more pronounced responses to native speech sounds than to non-native ones [31] , suggesting that experience leads to more distinct representations of native speech sounds. More systematic investigations are needed to elucidate the neural mechanisms of experience-dependent sensory development in humans. Although the maturation of cortical sound representations has been extensively studied for the mechanisms underlying auditory perceptual development, the prolonged maturation of auditory brain stem responses to speech sound could also contribute to the progressive development of speech perception [32] .
Learning to recognize speech sounds seems effortless for young children, yet it can be extremely difficult for adults, suggesting a sensitive period for the auditory system. This idea is supported by studies on children with hearing loss. Children identified on the basis of a speech or language delay demonstrated a correlation with the sever-ity of hearing loss, including a significant effect of fluctuating conductive hearing loss [33, 34] . An anatomical study suggests that congenital hearing loss leads to a significant reduction of white matter within Heschl's gyrus, perhaps reflecting a loss of myelination or axons [35] . A compelling example of a sensitive period is found in the studies of profoundly deaf children who receive an intracochlear prosthetic device that converts acoustic signals to patterned electrical stimulation. The auditory and language performance of prelingually deafened adults who received a cochlear implant generally remains well below that of postlingually deafened adults [36] . However, patients who are implanted at younger ages generally exhibit better language acquisition and may attain performance comparable to their normal hearing peers if implanted before 12 months [37-39]. For congenitally deaf children, cochlear implants also improved the ability to fuse auditory and visual information when watching and listening to a speaker, and the benefit was more pronounced when children were implanted before 2.5 years [40] . Functional studies provide further support for a critical period. Cortical auditory evoked potentials were recorded in response to a synthesized speech syllable in children with normal hearing and those with a cochlear prosthesis. Children with the longest period of auditory deprivation (>7 years) before receiving the prosthesis had abnormally long cortical response latencies to the speech sound [41, 42] . In contrast, the auditory brain stem evoked response does not display the same dependence on age of implantation [43] .
The development of non-phonetic processing of language is beyond the scope of this review. It is worth noting, however, that speech sound perception in infancy is positively correlated with later development in word comprehension [44] . The finding is consistent with the notion that different language components develop hierarchically -that is, prenatal adaptation to prosodic structures of native language improves subsequent phonetic and phonological learning, which in turn facilitates lexical development. These developmental stages occur in different, but possibly overlapping, sensitive periods [20] .
Developmental plasticity of auditory cortex
Many studies of development and plasticity in animal models have focused on the primary auditory cortex (AI). Early reports suggested that the frequency map within rat AI was poorly organized shortly after the onset of soundevoked responses [45, 46] . However, recent studies demonstrate that AI displays a precise tonotopic map shortly after hearing onset, with frequency tuning actually becoming somewhat broader during early development ,55]. The absence of experience with rapidly pulsed sounds, or over-exposure to slow-rate sounds, leads to reduced entrainment of cortical responses to tones of high repetition rate [45, 56] . Temporal features of the acoustic input also influence spectral plasticity -the auditory cortical neurons tend to over-represent sounds repeated at the temporal rates of species-specific vocalizations [57] . These principles extend to the selectivity for frequency-modulated sounds. When juvenile bats are devocalized, such that they do not hear the frequency-modulated signals that they emit to navigate through space, cortical neurons are subsequently found to be less selective for sweep direction and rate [53] . The converse is also true: exposure of juvenile rats to frequency-modulated sweeps results in more auditory cortical neurons selective for the direction and rate of the exposure sound [50] .
In most studies of developmental plasticity, animals are either deprived of structured sensory inputs or repeatedly exposed to a single stimulus. Those studies represent the first steps in understanding auditory developmental plasticity, and may provide insights to hearing lossinduced brain alterations. However, the neural mechanisms associated with developmental plasticity may not be properly engaged under acoustically impoverished conditions. Indeed, exposing juvenile rats to tone sequences results in complex reorganization of the AI map [58] . In cats exposed to a continuous stream of tones delivered in a random fashion, cortical neuron responses to the exposed frequencies are suppressed, rather than enhanced, suggesting that complex spectral interactions shape cortical representations [59] . More systematic investigations of these interactions using statistically structured acoustic inputs may reveal cortical mechanisms of statistical learning.
Acoustic representations in the primary auditory cortex are susceptible to modulation by sensory exposure during defined epochs of early development, often referred to as the critical period. For example, the cortical representations of a tone near threshold may be enlarged by repeated exposure to the tone during a narrow time window from postnatal day eleven to day thirteen, when cortical responses are just emerging [49] . However, this critical period is not fixed in time, but rather depends on the temporal structure of sensory inputs. Masking temporal information with continuous tones or noise retards development of spectral tuning, and delays the critical period for frequency map plasticity [45] . Interest-ingly, when temporal information is masked for a narrow band of frequencies, only the neurons representing those frequencies remain immature and plastic, suggesting that experience-dependent maturation of the auditory cortex is a local rather than global process [60 ,61] . A recent study indicated that multiple sensitive periods exist for specific sound features, such as the characteristic frequency, tuning bandwidth, and frequency modulation [50] . Sensitive periods for more complex sound features tend to occur later, with each sensitive period approximately coincidental with the emergence or maturation of the cortical representation of the corresponding feature [50] .
It has long been assumed that cortical plasticity serves to improve sensory perception. Improving one perceptual behavior may, however, come at the expense of impairing another. Categorical perception of sounds, for instance, is defined in part by impaired discrimination ability near the category prototypes. A recent study reported that early exposure of rat pups to a single frequency tone enlarged cortical representations of that tone, but impaired discrimination of nearby frequencies (Figure 1) [54 ]. The discrimination of the neighboring frequencies was improved. Drawing the parallel between these findings and those on speech perception in human infants, the authors argue that experience-induced increases in sensory representation may be a mechanism for categorical perception [54 ,62 ] . Further perceptual testing will be necessary to establish whether tone-reared rats exhibit true categorical perception. Alternatively, enlarged representations may serve to improved stimulus detection and stronger stimulus salience.
While developmental plasticity can be induced by simple sensory exposure, the adult nervous system is largely refractory to such treatment. However, sensory exposure may cause robust plasticity effects when it is paired with activation of neuromodulatory systems [63] [64] [65] . In a way, the neuromodulatory actions may be regarded as Repeated exposure to a tone influences cortical tonotopic map and frequency discrimination. (a) Representative cortical tonotopic maps from a naïve rat and a rat that had been exposed to 7.1-kHz tone pips from postnatal day 9 to day 30. Each polygon corresponds to a recording site, and the colorcodes for the characteristic frequency of the recorded neurons. The outlined areas had characteristic frequencies in a range of 7.1 kHz AE 0.2 octaves. Note the enlarged representation of frequencies near 7.1 kHz in the tone-exposed animal. (b) Schematic of the frequency discrimination task. After a tone of the standard frequency was played for a variable period, the standard tone and a target tone was played alternatively. The animal was trained to detect the difference between the standard and the target frequencies and make a nose poke within three second after the target onset. (c) Animal performances in discriminating a 0.3-octave frequency difference. The 7.1-kHz-exposed animals showed impaired performance near the exposure frequency, and improved performance at neighboring frequencies. (*) Indicates p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.01 (modified from [54 reactivating developmental plasticity in adulthood. Studies on the visual pathway provide the clearest understanding of reactivation of plasticity.
Developmental plasticity of the auditory brain stem
A unique characteristic of the central auditory pathway is that information is processed by many brain stem nuclei before ascending to the thalamus and cortex. Therefore, it is possible that early experience effects some or all of these structures. In fact, the original studies to demonstrate an environmental influence on auditory coding properties were carried out in a midbrain nucleus called the inferior colliculus (IC). Foremost among these were experiments that asked whether binaural coding properties that support sound localization were influenced by experience.
The central auditory system can extract information about the location of a sound source by comparing the level of sound, or the time of its arrival, at the two ears. In most vertebrates, these interaural level (ILD) and time differences (ITD) are first computed in brain stem nuclei, and are manifest throughout the ascending pathway to the cortex. A disruption of these cues during development leads to dramatic alterations in binaural coding properties in a broad range of vertebrates [66] .
When developing barn owls are reared with a plug inserted into one ear, they compensate for the abnormal cues, and are eventually able to localize sounds accurately. Much of this behavioral compensation is due to a visually guided mechanism operating within the superior colliculus whereby binaural properties are adjusted to bring an auditory space map back into alignment with the primary visual space map [67] . However, ILD coding can be influenced by experience even when owls are deprived of vision. Modified ILD coding properties are detected in the brain stem nucleus that initially computes this percept (called VLVp), and changes to ILD coding become quite profound in midbrain neurons [68, 69] . Similarly, rearing gerbils in omnidirectional noise, a stimulus that limits experience with interaural signals, leads to a disruption of ITD coding in a brain stem nucleus called DNLL; ITD coding was normal in adults exposed to the same stimulus [70 ] . One recent study has shown that binaural properties within the guinea pig cochlear nucleus, the first structure to receive afferents from the cochlea, are altered within one day of unilateral hearing loss, suggesting that ILD coding remains extremely dynamic, even in adult animals [71] .
If the auditory brain stem is a primary site of developmental plasticity, does experience also influence frequency processing, as described above for cortex? In fact, early studies demonstrated similar effects in rodents. When mice are reared in repetitive clicks, a stimulus that co-activates afferents across a broad frequency range, single IC neurons become more broadly tuned to frequency [72] . Similarly, when rats are reared with a single tone, the IC becomes more responsive to that frequency [73] . A particularly clever experiment showing the influence of activity on tonotopic development made use of an electrode array that was inserted into the cochleae of deafened cats. Animals were reared with repetitive electrical pulses, delivered either to one position along the cochlea (i.e. one frequency region), or alternating between two different positions. When one position was activated, that region of the cochlea was subsequently able to drive a larger fraction of the IC tonotopic axis, as compared to unstimulated animals. In contrast, when two positions were activated alternately, the expansion was prevented [74, 75] . Each of these experiments supports the general idea that co-active synapses establish stronger connections during IC development, which may increase the representation of a frequency. Furthermore, there is some evidence to suggest behavioral consequences of early acoustic stimulation. In mice with genetically determined progressive hearing loss, exposure to pulses of broadband noise can partially rescue the response of IC neurons to high frequencies that would ordinarily be lost during development, and improve the behavioral response to these same frequencies [76] . In somewhat older animals with noise-induced hearing loss, alterations in the cortical frequency map can be ameliorated by exposing the animals with a multi-tone complex [77] .
The influence of rearing environment can lead to a largescale reorganization of the IC tonotopic axis, as demonstrated with an imaging technique called manganese enhanced MRI (MEMRI). Pure tone stimulation causes Mn 2+ ions to become localized at the site of neural activity, presumably via influx through calcium channels. MRI is then used to identify this site, providing a threedimensional map of frequency-specific responses. As shown in Figure 2 , a much larger percentage of IC responded to each test frequency at the onset of hearing, but these patterns became quite restricted by 3 weeks postnatal. When animals were reared with two tones presented simultaneously, a significant volume of the IC became responsive to both rearing frequencies [78 ] . The mechanistic basis for this plasticity is somewhat mysterious because the broad frequency responses observed at hearing onset originate primarily in the cochlea, and brain stem afferent projections are topographically organized at this age, although they do undergo a period of anatomical refinement [79] [80] [81] [82] . One possibility is that local axonal projections establish and strengthen contacts across the IC tonotopic laminae during development [83] . Alternatively, it is possible that the IC inherits a modified tonotopy from the auditory cortex via descending projections [84] . Inactivation of the auditory cortex while rearing animals with tones or noise could help to resolve this issue.
Some of these functional effects may be due to activitydependent remodeling of axonal connections within the auditory brain stem, while others may be due to changes in synaptic strength (below). The elimination of cochlear activity in postnatal animals can prevent the normal refinement of both excitatory and inhibitory connections. The cat auditory nerve afferents to the cochlear nucleus (CN) remain topographically organized following neonatal deafening, but when normalized for the smaller CN, the projections are >30% broader than in control animals [85 ] . Similar findings have been obtained for excitatory afferents from the CN to superior olivary nuclei or to the IC [66] . Inhibitory projections are relatively common in the auditory brain stem, and the anatomical specificity of these afferents is also influenced by cochlear activity [86] [87] [88] [89] . Thus, many of the functional changes that occur following environmental manipulations may reflect alterations of inhibitory synapse specificity or function.
Synaptic mechanisms
Studies of developmental plasticity must separate the contribution of cochlear maturation from those in the CNS. This is particularly challenging in the auditory system because descending projections from cortex influence subcortical centers and, ultimately, the cochlea [84] . Furthermore, there are significant changes to the pinna, ear canal, middle ear, and cochlea during normal development, and each of them can influence central coding properties. For example, many of the developmental changes displayed by ferret cortex neurons in response to spatial cues are determined by maturation of the pinna [90, 91] . One way to circumvent this problem is to measure synapse function in brain slices obtained from normal or environmentally manipulated animals.
Dramatic changes in synaptic strength are induced by developmental hearing loss throughout the auditory CNS. For the most part, bilateral hearing loss leads to enhanced neuron excitability brought about by homeostatic changes in synaptic gain. Depending on the region, increased excitability can be governed by quite distinct mechanisms. In a genetically deaf mouse, for example, excitatory synaptic currents become larger in the cochlear nucleus (CN), but are unaffected in the MNTB; instead, MNTB neurons become more excitable due to the downregulation of a potassium channel [92, 93] . Functional changes in the CN of deaf mice are accompanied by dramatic morphological changes, including a
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Figure 2
The inferior colliculus tonotopic map is reorganized when mice are reared in a two-tone environment. loss of synaptic vesicles, and an increase in postsynaptic density area [94] .
Studies in the auditory midbrain and cortex suggest that excitatory and inhibitory synaptic alterations go hand-in-hand (Figure 3a) . In the IC, maximum evoked excitatory currents are larger following bilateral cochlear ablation, whereas maximum inhibitory currents decline. The decreased inhibitory strength occurs, in part, because the chloride equilibrium potential is not maintained [95, 96] . In the auditory cortex, putative monosynaptic thalamus-evoked excitatory currents are twice as large following hearing loss, while monosynaptic intracortically evoked inhibitory currents are %50% of normal. Here, inhibitory strength declines, in part, because of decreased GABA A receptor trafficking to the postsynaptic membrane [97] [98] [99] . Even a moderate form of hearing loss can induce synaptic alterations in auditory cortex. In animals reared with a conductive loss, that raises hearing thresholds but does not injure the cochlea, thalamic afferents displayed greater excitatory synaptic depression during repetitive stimulation [100] . Together, synaptic modifications of this sort may help to explain why in vivo thresholds are actually lower (i.e. better) in deafened animals when the cochlea is activated electrically (Figure 3) [74, 101] .
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Environmentally induced changes in auditory coding properties, discussed above, are thought to be mediated by activity-dependent changes in synaptic strength. One putative mechanism has been characterized in the lateral Figure 3 Hearing loss increases excitability in the central auditory pathway. (a) Synaptic currents were measured in two central loci following bilateral hearing loss at P10. In the inferior colliculus (top, green background), maximum evoked excitatory synaptic currents were larger, and maximum evoked inhibitory currents were smaller (solid red bars), as compared to those recorded in control neurons (open black bars). In the auditory cortex (bottom, blue background), minimum evoked excitatory currents were larger, and minimum evoked inhibitory currents were smaller (solid red bars), as compared to those recorded in control neurons (open black bars). All differences between control (Ctl) and hearing loss (HL) are significant. (Modified from [95, 97, 98, 113] .) (b) Following hearing loss in developing cats, stimulating electrodes were inserted into the cochlea, and electrically evoked responses were measured in two brain areas. In both the inferior colliculus (top, green background), and the auditory cortex (bottom, blue background), the threshold stimulus was lower (i.e. better) following a period of hearing loss, as compared to acutely implanted animals. Differences between control (Ctl) and hearing loss (HL) are significant. (Modified from [74, 101] .) Thus, the balance between excitatory and inhibitory synaptic currents was shifted to favor excitation, and this may help to explain the lower in vivo thresholds.
superior olive (LSO), a brain stem nucleus that responds selectively to ILD cues by integrating excitatory inputs driven by the ipsilateral ear with inhibitory inputs from the medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (MNTB) which are driven by the contralateral ear. Developing inhibitory MNTB terminals undergo synapse refinement and elimination in two phases: a decrease in functional connections occurs before hearing onset, and an anatomical elimination of terminal boutons occurs after [79, 80, 102] . The latter process depends on an intact cochlea, and during this time MNTB terminals display use-dependent long-term depression (LTD), suggesting a role in synaptic remodeling [103] . Inhibitory synaptic LTD is mediated by GABA signaling. MNTB terminals release GABA during a transient period of postnatal development, and LTD can be induced by focal application of GABA, or blocked with a GABA B receptor antagonist [104] . Thus, activity-dependent pruning of MNTB arbors may depend on LTD after the onset of hearing, but may rely on a distinct mechanism beforehand [105] .
Recently, it has been suggested that experience is required for the normal maturation of synaptic plasticity mechanisms. Excitatory synaptic long-term potentiation (LTP) becomes more prominent during auditory cortex development. However, LTP is compromised following hearing loss while LTD persists [106 ] . Similarly, hearing loss leads to a downregulation of two molecules that are implicated in LTP (BDNF and CREB), and expression can be restored with electrical stimulation of cochlea [107 ] . In contrast, rearing young animals (but not adults) in white noise leads to increased excitatory LTP and decreased LTD [108] . This suggests that the system remains in a more labile state, consistent with earlier findings [104] .
Conclusions
The developing auditory CNS is remarkably labile, at least in response to flagrant environmental manipulations. Despite some shortcomings, we would argue that these experiments do hint at principles that apply to normal development, and they certainly suggest several promising research directions. First, it is likely that much, if not all, of the central auditory system is initially malleable in response to environmental manipulations. Hearing loss can elicit structural and functional changes from cochlear nucleus through auditory cortex. Even exposure to a continuous auditory stimulus tends to produce a functional reorganization that is as large at the inferior colliculus as in auditory cortex. However, the auditory pathway is a loop of ascending and descending projections [84] . We do not yet understand whether each auditory locus responds to the environment autonomously, or whether corticofugal projections provide descending control over brain stem plasticity.
Second, profound changes in the strength of central auditory synapses are associated with auditory deprivation. There is a growing appreciation that the behavioral deficits associated with early hearing loss require a consideration of both cochlear and brain function. We presume that alterations in synaptic gain are also associated with environmental manipulations in which animals are over-exposed to a specific sound cue. In principle, brain slice experiments can be used to assess synapse function after passive exposure or training in vivo [109], but it has yet to be applied to the developing auditory system.
Third, it appears that (human) auditory perceptual skills and (non-human) auditory coding properties do not develop in unison. Furthermore, they are each vulnerable to environmental manipulations during different periods of development. To date, the acoustic manipulations that lead to this conclusion are relatively crude, and we must begin to use stimuli with meaningful (to the nervous system) statistical structure. Perhaps most crucial will be our ability to identify and control behavioral context. For example, mallard ducklings can imprint on a chicken call, but only when reared with contact; tactile isolates do not develop this preference despite an identical acoustic rearing environment [110] . Active participation in an auditory task during development, and the increased attention that it leverages, must also be considered [111] . When juvenile zebra finches are engaged in a task that provides them with exposure to a tutor song, it is found that relatively few stimuli are optimal for learning; song learning actually decline when too many stimuli are provided [112] .
Finally, in the few instances where behavioral performance has been examined following an environmental manipulation, the outcome displays a compelling correlate to functional modifications within the auditory CNS [54 ,67,76] . While these results are encouraging, we would hasten to point out that we know almost nothing about the normal development of perception (in other than humans), and our understanding of functional maturation is based solely on anesthetized animals and brain slices. Behavioral studies on immature non-human animals, and associated physiology studies on awake animals during the period of normal maturation will better permit us to assign underlying neural mechanisms, and will be quite helpful for interpreting the results from environmental manipulations. 957-965. The study shows that exposure to band-limited noises delays the maturation and closure of the critical period in a section of the primary auditory cortex that represents frequencies of the noise band.
